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The Village of Peotone (“Peotone”) offers several reasons as to why (it believes) it is 

entitled to more time to submit its direct testimony, despite agreeing to a deadline of August 16, 

2013 nearly three months prior.  But Peotone’s response does not address the central issue: that 

the purported need for an extension was entirely of Peotone’s own making.  Peotone waited one-

and-a-half months after the deadline was established to serve discovery on Aqua.  Had Peotone 

served its discovery sooner, perhaps the parties would not now be briefing the propriety of the 

August 16 intervenor direct testimony date.  Peotone contends the confidential documents 

produced by Aqua “demand a thorough review by all involved, including intervenors and staff, 

in order to fully prepare direct testimony in this matter.”  (Peotone Resp. ¶ 4.)  To the extent 

Peotone believes the documents are requisite to the preparation of Peotone’s testimony, however, 

Peotone should have requested them sooner.  For this reason, Aqua respectfully asks that the 

Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) reconsider voiding the August 16 deadline.   

 Apart from the noticeable absence of any justification for its delay in serving discovery, 

Peotone’s response to Aqua’s request for reconsideration is lacking in other respects.  First, 

Peotone misrepresents the ALJ’s August 8 ruling.  Peotone asserts that the ALJ voided the 

August 16 deadline “in light of confidential productions from [Aqua] the previous day . . . .”  

(Peotone Resp. ¶ 1.)  The Notice of ALJ’s Ruling, however, states no such basis for the ruling.  
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Indeed, the ruling preceded Aqua’s August 9 motion, which first made the ALJ aware that the 

confidential documents produced were (1) limited in number (totaling only approximately 100 

pages; Aqua produced over 600 pages on July 24); (2) provided over one week before Peotone’s 

direct testimony was due; and (3) produced without delay on the part of Aqua.  (See Aqua Mtn., 

pp. 2-4.)  The delay in Peotone’s receipt of any documents is no party’s fault but Peotone’s. 

Second, Peotone misrepresents the record.  Peotone argues a delay of this proceeding of 

“a few weeks”—this is the first indication from Peotone of how much more time it believes it 

needs to prepare its testimony—is di minimus because it will “likely take many years” to 

complete the land acquisition and construction attendant to Aqua’s proposed project.  (Peotone 

Resp. ¶¶ 6-7.)  But this is Peotone’s say-so.  It cites no record evidence in support of its 

contention it will take “years” to complete the project.  Regardless, Peotone’s suggestion that 

because University Park customers have waited this long, they can wait a little longer, simply 

misses the point: University Park customers want improved water. 

Finally, Peotone disregards Commission Rules.  This further underscores the absence of 

cause—let alone good cause—for its requested delay: 

• Peotone suggests late putative intervenor the Village of Monee has a “basic right” to 
present direct testimony in this proceeding.  (Peotone Resp. ¶¶ 8-9.)  This ignores 
Rule 200.200(e), requiring intervenors to “accept the status of the record as the same 
exists at the time of the beginning of that person’s intervention [and to] be bound by 
rulings and orders theretofore entered.”  83 Ill. Adm. Code § 200.200(e).  A late 
intervenor has no right to enter at a late stage of proceeding and submit direct 
testimony on its own schedule.  And another party’s late intervention certainly should 
not afford Peotone an opportunity to extend the schedule due to its own discovery 
delay. 
  

• Peotone takes issue with the fact that Aqua verified its motion given the statements 
therein relating to correspondence between counsel.  Here, Peotone overlooks Rule 
200.190(c), which provides that “[m]otions based on matter which does not appear of 
record shall be supported by affidavit.”  83 Ill. Adm. Code § 200.190(c). 

 
• Had Aqua filed its motion for a protective order on the same day it identified the 
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confidential documents responsive to Peotone’s discovery requests, July 24, Rule 
200.190(e) would preclude a ruling prior to August 14 (21 days thereafter) absent 
expedited briefing.  See 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 200.190(e).  By soliciting Peotone and 
Staff’s agreement on its proposed order, and then producing to Peotone the 
confidential documents upon receipt of signed Form 1’s attached thereto, Aqua 
voluntarily provided Peotone with responsive documents at least one week sooner 
than otherwise required, and in ample time before the August 16 direct testimony 
deadline.  Peotone also disregards this. 

 
Peotone’s response, like its motion to extend (indefinitely) its direct testimony deadline, 

presents no cause to move a deadline established three months ago—a deadline to which Peotone 

agreed.  Absent good cause, this proceeding should not be delayed.  The Commission should 

reconsider the August 8 ruling voiding the August 16, 2013 intervenor direct testimony deadline.  
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Dated: August 14, 2013      
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

AQUA ILLINOIS, INC. 
 
/s/ Anne M. Zehr   
One of its Attorneys 

 
       Albert D. Sturtevant 

Anne M. Zehr 
Hanna M. Conger 
WHITT STURTEVANT LLP 
180 N. LaSalle, Suite 2001 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
(312) 251-3017 
sturtevant@whitt-sturtevant.com 
zehr@whitt-sturtevant.com 
conger@whitt-sturtevant.com 
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I, Anne M. Zehr, an attorney, certify that on August 14, 2013, I caused a copy of the 

foregoing Reply in Support of Aqua Illinois, Inc.’s Verified Motion for Reconsideration of the 

Administrative Law Judge’s August 8, 2013 Ruling to be served by electronic mail to the 

individuals on the Commission’s Service List for Docket No. 13-0246. 

/s/ Anne M. Zehr    
Attorney for Aqua Illinois, Inc. 

 


